MOUNIR AYACHE
works and live in Paris

Mounir Ayache’s (b. 1991, FR/MA) technological
creations cast an unfamiliar light on the political
and social realities of the Arab world. By envisioning
alternate futures, Ayache proposes an image of the

Arab world radically different from those circulated
in the West. His sci-fi approach weaves together
family histories, fictionalised re-appropriations of
experiences and Arab identities. These traits situate
Ayache within the unofficial movement of
Arabfuturism, which derives its name from the
Afrofuturism movement in the 90s. Both Afro and
Arabfuturism are characterised by a turn to fiction
that allows us to imagine vastly different realities.
Ayache knowingly deploys the tropes of “oriental
sci-fi” in order to parody the way Western fictions
represent “Others” and “Foreigners”. In addition to
drawing on the codes of the sci-fi genre, his use of
technology

blurs

the

boundaries

between

contemporary art and entertainment.
Graduated from the Paris School of Fine Arts in
2017, Ayache makes his own devices as well as the
machines used to make them, halfway between
artistic research and engineering.
Website : https://mounirayache.airforce/
Mail : hervetb@gmail.com

Ongoing exhibition : Manifesta 13 Marseille
Main program : “Trait d’union”
In “THE SCHOOL” venue : THE SONOROUS, THE AUDIBLE, AND THE
SILENCED
(MANIFESTA 13 MARSEILLE CLOSED PREMATURELY DUE TO NEW COVID-19 FRENCH REGULATIONS BUT
THE PROJECT WILL CONTINUE ONLINE)

©FB-VOSTCOLLECTIF

Khadija, 2020
Mixed media installation, projection, Kawasaki robotic arm
Commissioned by Manifesta 13 Marseille
Produced in collaboration with Triangle France – Astérides
Jewelry : Anaïs Hilaire
Co-writing and translation : Syrine Chekili
Technique : Mounir Ayache and Paul Taine
Supported by Drosos Foundation and Kawasaki
Courtesy of the artist
The installation K
 hadija evolves over the course of the exhibition,
exploring different viewing temporalities and experiences. It
revolves around a short science fiction film instigated by elements
of the artist’s family history as well as events in the MENA region.
The work draws on science–fiction aesthetics as a way of
transporting current issues into another space and time, thus
opening up new perspectives on our present.
The first scene is set in the Boisselot library: Khadija, the heroin of
the film, battles a superior entity for her freedom. She lies down
and talks with an artificial intelligence, challenging its authority
and the world it created. As she awakes from a coma, and her
memories only return step by step, we gradually discover her
world: a dystopian society where an artificial intelligence enforces
military measures helped by the faction that Khadija is part of. A
dialog starts—each of the two protagonists incarnates a different
understanding and political vision of the world they inhabit. For a
month, this first scene will be filmed and broadcasted live on the
projection screen.
As new scenes are shot, the installation evolves. The heroine
continues her search for her lost self and an alternate society. The
projection will be supplemented by the new scenes, in addition to
the ones being played out in real time, and the installation keeps
growing throughout the entire biennial. In the final phase, the
entire short film will be publicly screened.
video of the opening version
©Jean-Christophe Lett/Manifesta 13 Marseille

Screenshot of the live broadcasted film in the installation :

Installation views

Past project :

Av.Roes : Zelliger, 2015/2019 (multiple versions)
Space flight simulator, Video Game
The story evolves with each version as well as the functions of the video game. Gradually, exhibition after exhibition, the work is constructed at the rhythm of the
artist's learning of techniques and the progression of his thought. He has been working on this work since 2015, from bottom to form and from form to bottom,
with metal work following research, and coding to engraving. This long temporality works make of it an object-project, a total work that is not sufficient in itself,
necessarily contaminating its close environment. Because Av.roes - Zelliger, is a space flight simulator proposing to a spectator-gamer to take part in the
construction of a distant future where, once again, the thought of Ibn Rushd comes up against a new obscurantism.
Text by Flora Fettah

©Galerie Cinema, Paris/Irvin
heller

Screenshot of the video game :

C.V.:
On going :
2020: Manifesta13 - Traits d’union.s, the central biennial programme , Marseille
Past

2020 : A Spoonfull of Sugar, galerie Jeune création, Romainville
2019 : Biennale de Paname II (@ la maison rouge) , Paris 11e
2019 : SPHERE - GROUP SHOW, Galerie cinéma,Paris 3e
2018 : Atelier de Paname, Paris 11e
2018 : Lauréat de la résidence Creator Source par Adidas,
2018 : Felicita 18, Exposition des diplomés, E.N.S.B.A. , Paris 6e. - Lauréat du prix nouvelles
technologies/vidéo

